[Presenter Aleksey Sukhanov] Exactly six months after the tragedy in the USA, Russian paranormal phenomena specialists are helping the Americans of various phobias and mental illnesses caused after the tragic events. Svyatoslav Gordin has the details from Rostov-na-Donu.

[Correspondent] It is hard to imagine that in this house with stove heating hidden in Rostov's slums there is a world-famous scientific centre of [the so-called] entology as is the name for the science of energy-information exchange ('enlo' is a Russian acronym for that). The centre employees are opening a branch office in the USA where they have been invited to carry out serious work with those who have so far failed to recover from the 11 September tragic events. It will be another attempt to rid the people of the demon haunting them as it was seen by a photo camera and not only the camera.

The rehabilitation method developed in Rostov-na-Donu and called energy-information adjustment - the session looks approximately like this - has attracted the attention of many in the USA where the attitude to similar methods is much more serious than in Russia.

[Viktor Rogozhin, captioned as director, "ENLO" scientific research center] We work with guys who have been to Chechnya, Afghanistan, Chernobyl. The Americans have grown interested in our experience.

[Correspondent] Back in 1995, the centre employees who are seriously engaged in UFO problems spoke about a serious crisis in the Universe which was about to emerge in the USA in 2001. Their reports about it were indeed already there in the USA, but not many paid attention to them then. Now the footage of the planes crashing into the WTC buildings are demonstrated here as proof of the forecast. A brilliant object near the walls of the WTC explosion in the right-hand corner of the screen is indicated to prove it. As enlo specialists say, this is the UFO. Besides, it is alleged to be seen exactly at the same point several days before the explosion. According to the centre employees, extraterrestrial civilisations were exactly those who had been preparing the 11
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September tragedy by using the current suspects as the crime tool. 

[Rogozhkin] Our extraterrestrial friends have practically broken their contact with the US government - I don't mean Bush or Kennedy - those are much more deeper and hidden structures. 

[Correspondent] Whether the entologists will talk to the Americans themselves about the war between civilisations is not clear now. The trip will last at least three months, starting exactly six months from the explosion of the twin buildings, which the scientists say is not a mere coincidence as well. 
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